
SmarterStart - An Assistant for the Next Generation
Overview: 
As a critical design piece, I created a design fiction around big data’s uses, criticising the use of 
free services subsidised by data collection and advertising and how companies had made forays 
into consumer houses with the advent of smart devices. I wanted to explore how this could 
expand in the future, leading to a fully monitored ‘Orwell-like’ style experience where a monopoly 
over a person’s life was created and all their services and products came through one company. I 
thought it was very important as many people are unaware of how much their data is being 
collected and used without their knowledge. From this, I decided to create a product that was 
both stark in it’s ulterior motive whilst also something completely believable, that could be created 
with modern technology and something very possible in the future. 


I created the Tanzania smart assistant, a house that simplified a person’s life by automating many 
mundane parts of their lives from turning on the lights to planning meals and ordering shopping. I 
felt that this was a good way to integrate smart technology by proposing at as a whole rethink of 
what an extension of an assistant could be. I decided to create a brochure for the smart assistant 
akin to the type you would find at a new build house along with a keynote presentation for the 
introduction of the service. I thought that the combination of these two was interesting as many 
large tech companies use keynotes to introduce their products and their foray into housing would 
require the use of brochures for people to take away, especially when the technologies needed 
introducing. To complement this, I created two articles, one very critical of the technology and 
another being quite complementary about it to show how opinions may differ about these 
different aspects. 


Problem Space: 
I made my critical design with reference to the current digital landscape where services are 
provided in return for mass data collection and monetisation of this user data, often marketed as 
enhancing the user experience. As Amazon's chief technology officer, Werner Vogels said, ‘In 
general, we collect as much information as possible such that we can provide you with the best 
feedback’ (Vogel, 2005, cited in, WIRED, 2005). This followed their data policy change that 
allowed them to share information with any company it buys or partners with. This could extend 
to their smart devices which currently lead the foray into the smart home. If Amazon is so open 
with its policies, will it eventually be selling its own consumers as big data to make technologies 
like smarter homes more accessible to the masses?


Design Context: 
Echo 
The Echo line is Amazon’s foray into the smart home, initially starting with the Echo speaker but 
quickly expanding to include the Show with a screen and cameras, the Spot an alarm clock with a 
screen and camera, Cloud Camera security camera and Look which helps the user dress using 
cameras and cloud software. Users can see their interaction history 


Nest and Google 
Nest started with their thermostat which changed the temperature depending on where the user 
was and enabled them to control their heating from anywhere using the app. From this they were 
bought out by Google and have expanded their products to include the Protect, a smart smoke 
alarm and a plethora of security cameras ranging in functionality and designed location. Google 
has since created smart speakers akin to the echo that are designed to go in each room in the 
house. A recent scare with Google Home Mini was that it was waking and recording data without 
user knowledge then sending them to Google’s servers. 


The Verge article 
Article about how Google uses location tracking within Android to inform its marketing even with 
location services turned off within settings. Android phones connected to wifi were still 
transmitting the data. This was not something users could opt out of and was eventually 
discontinued as a practice after media outlets started reporting it, leading to a lawsuit. (The Verge, 
2017)




Google ‘My Acticity’ 
Through Google’s web interface on www.myactivity.google.com, users can view the things they 
have searched for, the locations they have been to and even the voice recordings of the ‘Ok 
Google’ that have been tracked by devices. All this is done with under the proviso of becoming a 
better and more aware assistant. (Caddy, 2017).


Illustrated Design Process


I initially created a mind-
map of ideas relating to a 
smart home. I thought 
about the main parts of a 
smart home and then how 
they would function, 
thinking about how they 
could link together.





For my presentation, I 
gathered the ideas that I 
had come up with to 
create an initial 
wireframe mockup with 
ideas on how house will 
be compact and adapt. 
At this time was 
thinking of how it would 
be very compact and 
smart but less of an 
assistant. 




I then went around finding products that I thought fitted within my design and edited them using 
Photoshop to remove logos and add features where needed. I also found images that fitted the 
housing design I was aiming for and decided a shipping container would be best.


I then created marketing 
literature to go along with the 
products. I created these in 
Pages so that they would be 
spell checked. I included key 
features and created new 
ones branching from my initial 
ideas.




From this I created a brochure with the images and marketing material. I aped the design of high 
profile tech company websites and housing brochures to create a premium and minimalist design 
aesthetic whilst including as much information as possible.


To create my articles, I first downloaded the web archives of the two technology review websites I 
was imitating. From here I edited the html so that they had the pictures and text that I wanted. 
From this I screens hotted each part and added in other features like advertisements and 
changed logos so they would not breach copyright. 




Finally I created my presentation which highlighted key features and was designed to be 
shown at a high profile introduction event. This included many animations that would be seen at 
one of these events with presenter notes on what to say within the presentation.


Illustrated Design Fiction: 

SmarterStart presentation slide showcasing design of house, SmarterStart logo and pricing, 
including all amenities. 




Brochure spread showcasing three key technologies along with descriptions. Added highlights 
draw users to key features.


Final slide which is the same as the final page of the brochure telling users where to apply and 
enticing them to join. Showcasing Tanzania logo and referencing design language of other key 
companies with simple yet effective marketing techniques. 




Justification: 
When creating the logo and overall aesthetic of my design, I decided that a simple logo with 
equally simple advertising was the way to go as it referenced current high profile technology 
companies. I felt that this design style was attractive to users and conveyed a more futuristic 
approach. For my font selection, I went with variations Roboto for my SmarterStart logo and text, 
utilising the light and normal styles. I chose this as this is the default Google/Android font, 
referencing the company since I was partly critiquing them.


For my logo, I referenced the Amazon logo, using a similar font, 'ITC Officina Sans Extra Bold’ 
then copying the ‘z’ and adding the smiling arrow between the a and the z. I wanted to create 
something that was recognisable as a satiric piece on a current logo but also didn’t infringe on 
any copyright. 


When initially thinking about how I was going to present my deign I was planning to create a 
website however I decided that to appeal to the general public more, a brochure was a more 
traditional approach to more premium purchases, including current new build houses. I chose a 
simple black and white colour scheme with large bold images and a similar branding throughout. I 
also thought heavily about the language being used to make it as appealing as possible whilst 
adding in parts that would provoke the user on each page, making them reconsider the 
information being sold to them. I also made sure to add in a privacy policy that was small on the 
penultimate page that when read would shock the user with the information being collected. 


As I was presenting as a technology company, I created a keynote with animations that were akin 
to other high profile keynotes, designed to advertise all the good parts and hide any unsavoury 
items. 


For my articles, I chose very similar styles to current technology news websites using not only 
similar designs for their websites but copying the language being used. I made sure to choose 
two different websites, one that is usually up for advancements in technology and another that 
criticised it more heavily to further demonstrate my points. 


To display my design fiction to a user, I would have the keynote either being presented or looping 
on a monitor with the brochure on display immediately below. I would include the articles slightly 
further away to be read after seeing the initial presentation. I feel this would interest the user and 
make them more interested as the home as a concept. After further inspection of the small print 
and the articles I hope to shock the user with the data collection and polices making them 
question current companies offerings.


Word count: 1,578 
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Appendix:
Description Image (if applicable) Source Licence/Permission

Images of shipping 
container house

https://
www.homedit.com/
22-most-beautiful-
houses-made-from-
shipping-containers/

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Original LG smart fridge 
image

http://www.lg.com/us/
refrigerators/lg-
LUPXS3186N-
instaview-door-in-
door-refrigerator

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Original Furrion 
television image

https://
www.furrion.com/
store/audiovisual/
televisions/32-hd-led-
tv-without-stand-
p-911.html

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Original Fitbit smart 
scale image

http://logylogy.com/
product/fitbit-aria-wi-
fi-smart-scale/

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Bed image http://www.diy.com/
departments/
chartwell-easy-care-
plain-white-king-size-
bed-cover-set/
745554_BQ.prd

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Original Xiaomi Miband 2 
Smartband images

http://www.mi.com/
en/miband2/

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

https://www.homedit.com/22-most-beautiful-houses-made-from-shipping-containers/
http://www.lg.com/us/refrigerators/lg-LUPXS3186N-instaview-door-in-door-refrigerator
https://www.furrion.com/store/audiovisual/televisions/32-hd-led-tv-without-stand-p-911.html
http://logylogy.com/product/fitbit-aria-wi-fi-smart-scale/
http://www.diy.com/departments/chartwell-easy-care-plain-white-king-size-bed-cover-set/745554_BQ.prd
http://www.mi.com/en/miband2/


Parcel icon http://
www.iconarchive.com/
show/button-ui-
requests-9-icons-by-
blackvariant/Parcel-
icon.html

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Original Nest smart 
camera front image

https://
www.bestbuy.ca/en-
ca/product/nest-nest-
cam-wifi-indoor-ip-
camera-black-
nc1102ef/
10372412.aspx

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Original Outdoor Nest 
smart camera image

https://
www.leadsrating.com/
security-cameras/
security-camera-
comparisons/arlo-pro-
vs-nest-outdoor/

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Original Egg Chair image https://
www.miliashop.com/
es/sillon-chaise-
longue/10010-egg-
sillon-fritz-hansen.html

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Oak wood texture http://idolza.com/qz/
5f11q050/oak-texture-
wood/1d050x1/

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Fixfox Thermostat image http://www.fixfox.nl Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Pawn ‘person’ image https://
openclipart.org/image/
2400px/svg_to_png/
202776/pawn.png

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Description Image (if applicable) Source Licence/Permission

!

http://www.iconarchive.com/show/button-ui-requests-9-icons-by-blackvariant/Parcel-icon.html
https://www.bestbuy.ca/en-ca/product/nest-nest-cam-wifi-indoor-ip-camera-black-nc1102ef/10372412.aspx
https://www.leadsrating.com/security-cameras/security-camera-comparisons/arlo-pro-vs-nest-outdoor/
https://www.miliashop.com/es/sillon-chaise-longue/10010-egg-sillon-fritz-hansen.html
http://idolza.com/qz/5f11q050/oak-texture-wood/1d050x1/
http://www.fixfox.nl
https://openclipart.org/image/2400px/svg_to_png/202776/pawn.png


Microphone ‘assistant’ 
image

https://icons8.com/
icon/42926/
microphone

Used under illustration 
for instruction principle

Description Image (if applicable) Source Licence/Permission

!

https://icons8.com/icon/42926/microphone

